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  The purpose of this research is to try and understand hypercompressor packing ring 
failures better with a view of ultimately reducing or even eliminating their occurrences.  In order 
to gain further understanding of packing ring failures, we seek to obtain an appreciation of the 
stresses they experience during operation. 
First we consider a conventional simulation of an axisymmetric packing ring and cup 
subjected to the typical pressure loading conditions experienced by these components when 
installed in a hypercompressor cylinder.  The key locations of interest are along the bimaterial 
interface, and in particular at the ends of the interface.  These ends effectively represent a butt 
joint in contact and a butt joint under pressure.  To begin to gain an appreciation of the stresses at 
these locations, we undertake a finite element analysis (FEA) of the configuration with 
traditional interface and contact conditions.  Unfortunately the traditional analysis does not 
produce stresses that appear to converge at either end as judged by simple convergence checks.  
As is indicated by previous research, a singularity is expected to occur at the butt joint under 
pressure, and thus diverging stresses.  However, for the butt joint in contact the situation is less 
clear.  Accordingly an asymptotic analysis of this configuration is undertaken.  This shows that, 
in contrast to the butt joint under pressure, the butt joint in contact is singularity free.  Thus 
ultimately a more refined FEA should converge.  However, this would still result in diverging 
singular stresses for the other end of the interface, the butt joint under pressure.  Thus a new 
approach is required for this butt joint.  The adopted approach introduces frictionless adhesive 
conditions on all interfaces.  This results in converging stresses at both interface ends on the 
same sequence of meshes as used in the initial FEA with traditional conditions.  While more 
realistic stiffnesses need to be obtained and introduced into these adhesive laws for truly 
physically realistic stresses to result, the present proof-of-concept analysis does hold promise 






Reciprocating hypercompressors (Fig. 1a) are used to pressurize various gases up to 
pressures ranging from 10 ksi to greater than 50 ksi.  In order to achieve these sort of desired 
discharge pressures, the gas medium must be prevented from leaking out through the back of the 
cylinder (Fig. 1b) during the compression process.  The sealing system designed to do this is 
called a packing stack (Fig. 2) which is made up of a series of packing cups (Fig. 3a) and 
packing rings (Fig. 3b).   
 
Traditional packing rings attempt to overcome the sealing pressure on the inner diameter 
by "allowing" a small amount of process gas to leak past each ring.  Thereby they pressurize the 
adjacent packing chamber so that the differential pressure across each ring and the sealing 
pressure along the ring inner diameter will not be too great.  This design is limited because the 
packing rings lose their design features as they wear, resulting in a critical failure of the ring over 
time (Fig. 4).   
 
Packing life is the leading cause of cylinder removal on hypercompressors.  The 
development of an optimized packing ring would extend the life of the packing chamber 
resulting in less downtime for hypercompressors.  The purpose of this research, then, is to try 
and understand packing ring failures better with a view of ultimately reducing or even 
eliminating their occurrences. 
 
In order to gain further understanding of packing ring failures, we seek to obtain an 
appreciation of the stresses experienced by packing rings.  This analysis is undertaken because a 
formal stress analysis of these packing rings has not been completed to the best of our 
knowledge.  It is known that informal studies have been performed, but published reputable data 
is not available. 
 
In what follows, a finite element model with traditional interface and contact conditions 
is presented in Section 2.  The stress results of this analysis motivate an asymptotic treatment in 
Section 3, followed by a further finite element analysis with non-traditional interface conditions 
in Section 4.  We close with some concluding remarks in the light of the findings from Sections 






















































































































Fig. 4. Typical packing ring fatigue failure 
Failure at bronze and steel interface 
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2. Finite Element Analysis with Traditional Interface and Contact Conditions 
2.1. Introduction 
Here we consider a conventional simulation of an axisymmetric packing ring and cup 
subjected to the typical pressure loading conditions experienced by these components when 
installed in a hypercompressor cylinder.  A cross-section of the configuration is shown in Fig. 5.  
The key location of interest is along the bimaterial interface ( bi rrr +=  in Fig. 5), and in 
particular at the ends of the interface (shown as b1, s1 and b2, s2 in Fig. 5).  While we expect a 
singularity to occur for the butt joint under pressure (b1, s1), and stresses to be diverging as a 
result, it is not clear at the outset whether or not the stresses are converging at the other end (b2, 
s2).  Hence we undertake a finite element analysis (FEA) of the configuration with traditional 
interface and contact conditions in the hope of providing a means for determining the desired 











 The geometry for this problem is framed in a cylindrical coordinate system ( )zr ,,θ .  The 
axisymmetry of the geometry allows the analysis to be confined to a cross section of the ring and 
cup configuration (Fig. 5).  The cross-section region for the inner bronze portion Br, the outer 
steel portion of the ring Sr, and the steel cup Sc are: 
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( ){ }rbiir tzrrrrzrB <<+<<= 0,|, ,    (1) 
 
   ( ){ }rsbibir tzrrrrrrzrS <<++<<+= 0,|, ,   (2) 
 
   ( ){ }crroioic ttztLrrrrrzrS +<<++<<+= ,|, ,   (3) 
 
where ri is the inner radius of the ring, rb is the radial extent of the inner bronze portion of the 
ring, rs is the radial extent of the outer steel portion of the ring, ro is the radial offset of the cup 
from the ring, L is the radial extent of the cup, tr is the thickness of the ring, and tc is the 
thickness of the cup (Fig. 5).  The problem maintains the radii and thicknesses of an actual ring 
by keeping 
 
ri tr 125.6= ,  rb tr 5.0= ,  rs tr 75.1= , 
           (4) 
ro tr 125.0= ,  rc tt 5.2= ,  rtL 20= .  
 
With these geometric preliminaries in place, we can formulate our initial problem as follows.   
 
For this configuration, in general we seek the axisymmetric normal stresses σr, σz, and σθ, 
and the shear stress τrz, together with the displacements ur and uz, as functions of r and z 
throughout Br, Sr, and Sc complying with the following field equations and boundary conditions.  
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   (6) 
 
on Br, where bµ is the shear modulus of bronze, and bν  is Poisson’s ratio, with the same stress-
displacement relations applying to the regions Sr and Sc provided bµ is exchanged for sµ , and bν  
for sν .  The boundary conditions to be satisfied are: the applied pressure conditions  
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0pr −=σ ,  0=rzτ ,    
        (7) 
0pz −=σ ,  0=rzτ , 
 
on sbi rrrr ++= ( )rtz <<0 , 0=z  ( )sbii rrrrr ++<< , respectively, and 
    
)(zpr −=σ ,  0=rzτ ,    (8) 
 
on irr = ( )rtz <<0 , where ( )rtzpzp /1)( 0 −= , p0 being the baseline applied pressure; 
the stress free conditions, 
 
0=zσ ,  0=rzτ ,    (9) 
 
on rtz =  ( oii rrrr +<< and )Lrrrrrr oisbi ++<<++ , and  
 
    0=rσ ,  0=rzτ ,    (10) 
 
on oi rrr += and Lrrr oi ++= ( )crr ttzt +<< ; the restraining roller conditions, 
 
    0=zu ,  0=rzτ ,    (11) 
 
on cr ttz +=  ( )Lrrrrr oioi ++<<+ ; the perfectly bonded conditions on the bronze-steel 
interface, 
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on bi rrr += ( )rtz <<0 , where ( )−+= bi rrr  is the bibi rrrrrr +<+→ ,lim , with 









































on rtz =  ( )sbioi rrrrrr ++<<+ , where −= rtt  is the rr tttt <→ ,lim , with +rt defined 
analogously; and the contact inequality which prohibits tensile stress within the contact region, 
 
0<zσ ,     (14) 
 
on rtz = ( )sbioi rrrrrr ++<<+ .  In particular, we seek θσσ ,r  and the associated von Mises 
stress vmσ  at the points where we expect failure to be initiated.  These points are defined as b1, b2 
for ( )−+→ bi rrr at z = 0, rt in the bronze, and at 1s , 2s  for ( )++→ bi rrr at z = 0, rt in the steel 
(Fig. 5).   
 
For FEA, we also need material specifications.  We take these to be: 
 
    970,5=bµ ksi,  34.=bυ , 
            (15) 
538,11=sµ ksi,  30.=sυ .  
 
These moduli correspond to Young’s moduli of 16,000 ksi and 30,000 ksi for the bronze and the 
steel, respectively. 
 
 Two comments on the foregoing formulation are in order.  First, the simple linear 
pressure dependence in (8) et seq can be derived from a Reynold’s type analysis of the fluid flow 
in the small annular gap just inside irr = .  Second, the assumption of frictionless contact was 
made to facilitate subsequent FEA.  Ultimately this assumption could be revisited with the 




Four-node quadrilateral elements are used to discretize the ring and cup configuration 
(PLANE 42 with the axisymmetric option, ANSYS [1]).  The contact between the ring and the 
cup (Fig. 5) involves two surfaces, one conventionally being designated as the “contact” surface, 
the other as the “target” (ANSYS [1]).  The contact surface is discretized using two-node, two-
dimensional, surface-to-surface, flexible contact elements (CONTA 172 with the augmented 
Lagrangian contact algorithm option, ANSYS [1]).  The target surface is discretized by a set of 
two-node, two-dimensional, surface-to-surface, target elements (TARGE169, ANSYS [1]).  
Uniform meshes are employed throughout.   
  
The initial global mesh configuration, identified as Mesh 1, begins with a coarse mesh of 
3,344 PLANE 42 elements (Fig. 6).  This mesh is systematically refined by halving element 
sides to check for convergence.  The numbers of elements, N, for each successive mesh are given 
in Table 1, wherein the meshes are identified by a mesh number m.  This table also includes the 
element size, h, normalized by tr.   
 
The analysis of these meshes is performed with the University version of ANSYS which 
limits the mesh to 112,000 elements.  Therefore, a subglobal mesh is introduced in order to 
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refine the mesh a third time to check convergence further.  The subglobal boundary is 
at lrrr oi ++= , where 
   Ll 23125.0= .      (16) 
 
This location was chosen by reducing the cup radial length to the minimal dimension that 
maintained the shear stress 0=rzτ , or closely so, at the cut boundary.  The subglobal mesh 
utilizes the same geometry for the ring.  The first mesh for this subglobal analysis thus has only 
884 PLANE 42 elements (Fig. 6).  The numbers and type of elements for subsequent subglobal 
meshes are included in Table 1.   
 
Table 1. Element size and number of elements in each finite element mesh 
 
Global Subglobal 
N N m 
rt
h





















































The stresses θσσ ,r  and the associated von Mises stress vmσ from the FEA along the 
perfectly bonded bronze-steel interface are shown in Fig. 7.  The stresses shown here are 
normalized by the applied pressure, 0p , so that 
0
_
/ prr σσ = ,  0
_
/ pθθ σσ = ,  0
_
/ pvmvm σσ = .  (17)  




We focus on this interface because we expect failure to occur at the butt joint under pressure or 
the butt joint in contact (b1, s1, or b2, s2 in Fig. 5).  The radial stress, rσ , is evaluated for tensile 
failure; the von Mises stress, vmσ , for ductile and fatigue failure; and the tangential stress, θσ , 
because it is the largest of the three.  The respective stresses for each mesh number along the 
bronze and steel nodes of this interface are plotted in Fig. 7.  These plots show converged results 
through all the nodes away from the two ends, results from the different meshes being virtually 
indistinguishable on the scale of Fig. 7.  At the two ends there are some indications of stress 
concentrations.  These locations (circled in Fig. 7) therefore merit closer examination to 
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To this end, close-ups of nodal stresses are shown in Fig. 8-13.  For the butt joint under 
pressure, (Fig. 8a-13a), the stresses do not appear to have converged.  On the other hand, for the 
butt joint in contact, the stresses may be converging at the ends of the joint, but exhibit slow 
convergence a short distance from the end of the joint (Fig. 8b-13b).   
 
To check convergence further, the stress results for each point under consideration b1, s1, 
and b2, s2, are tabulated (Table 2).  Simple convergence-divergence checks from Sinclair, 
Beisheim, and Sezer [2] are applied to these results.  These checks have that stresses at each 
point are judged to be converging if, 
 
1+∆>∆ mm σσ ,     (18) 
 
for m = 1,2,3, where 
 
mmm σσσ −=∆ +1 ,     (19)  
 
mσ  being the stress component of interest as computed on mesh m.  If (18) holds, the 






,     (20) 
 
Conversely, stresses are judged to be diverging if, 
 
1+∆<∆ mm σσ .     (21) 
 
If (21) holds, the presence of a power singularity, ( )γσ −= rO  as 0→r , is possible.  Then the 




/ln 1 mm σσγ
∆∆
= + .    (22) 
 
 If successive values of γ  for m, m+1 are within 10% of their mean value, a power singularity is 
judged to occur.  Alternatively to (18) and (21), if, 
 
1+∆=∆ mm σσ ,     (23) 
 
a log singularity, ( )rO ln=σ  as 0→r , is predicted by the convergence-divergence checks of 
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Table 2. Stress results from FEA with traditional interface and contact conditions 
       
m
1 -0.9110 -1.8634 0.9467
0.0389 0.0148 0.0085
2 -0.8721 -1.8486 0.9552
0.0308 0.0124 0.0070
3 -0.8413 -1.8362 0.9622
0.0253 0.0104 0.0062















(a) Stresses at b1 
 
m
1 -0.7530 -2.8766 1.9726
0.0178 0.0038 0.0066
2 -0.7352 -2.8728 1.9792
0.0179 0.0041 0.0064
3 -0.7173 -2.8687 1.9856
0.0189 0.0045 0.0066















(c) Stresses at s1 
 
m
1 -0.5043 -1.6677 1.0241
-0.0012 -0.0044 0.0018
2 -0.5055 -1.6721 1.0259
0.0019 -0.0024 0.0028
3 -0.5036 -1.6745 1.0287
0.0031 -0.0009 0.0029















(b) Stresses at b2 
 
m
1 -0.4272 -2.7490 2.0309
0.0068 0.0015 0.0042
2 -0.4204 -2.7475 2.0351
0.0078 -0.0005 0.0057
3 -0.4126 -2.7480 2.0408
0.0121 0.0012 0.0078



















Accordingly (23) is judged to be complied with if the difference in mσ∆ , 1+∆ mσ  is less than 10% 













.    (24) 
 
If (24) is complied with for any stress component at a point, a log singularity is judged to occur.  
There is one caveat in [2] to the application of the forgegoing checks, namely that mσ∆ , 1+∆ mσ  
be of the same sign.  If not, the checks are not applicable.   
 
Table 2 also includes the stress differences we need to apply the foregoing checks.  
Applying the foregoing checks to the butt joint under pressure reveals a singularity.  While the 
stress differences in Table 2(a) at b1 are consistent with a converging analysis, those in Table 
2(b) at s1 are consistent with a diverging one.  Then applying the singularity signature tests to 
latter differences indicates compliance with the presence of a log singularity in all three stresses.  
While a log singularity is possible at a butt joint under pressure, it should also be noted that the 
present numerical singularity checks can be expected to have trouble distinguishing between 
logarithmic and weak power singularities ( )14.0≤γ .  Nonetheless, the convergence-divergence 
checks clearly indicate that the present butt joint under pressure has singular stresses. 
 
Turning to the butt joint in contact, the situation is not so clear.  Applying the checks of 
(18),(19),(21),(23) to the differences in Table 2(c) and (d) has them being not applicable on one 
occasion (because of sign changes), converging on another, not yet converging on two more, and 
diverging with a log singularity and with a power singularity for the last two instances.  
However, even in the apparently most singular stress, 
_
vmσ  of Table 2(d) which as ,44.0=γ 45.0 , 
the stress differences are small ( %4.0/
__
≤∆ vmvm σσ ).  The checks in [2] admit the possibility of 
concluding stresses have converged when differences are small (<0.1%) despite compliance with 
(21), the differences being attributable to numerical noise rather than convergence or divergence.  
While these differences are not that small, they are close to being so and the 0.1% rule is 
somewhat subjective anyway.  All told then, it is not really clear from these numerical results 








Here we consider an asymptotic analysis of the two locations of key interest as specified 
in Section 2, the butt joint under pressure and the butt joint in contact.  For the first 
configuration, we have to actually perform the asymptotic analysis because there does not appear 
to be an applicable analysis available in the literature.  For the second configuration, though, we 




3.2 Butt Joint in Contact 
 
  The asymptotic analysis of the butt joint in contact is performed to confirm or refute the 
presence of a singularity at expected localized failures points b2, s2.  In what follows, the 
asymptotic problem is first formulated then solved using separable solutions for the stress and 
displacement fields (after Williams [4]).  This results in an eigenvalue equation that is 





Fig. 14.  Geometry of the butt joint in contact in the asymptotic analysis 
 
For asymptotic analysis, the geometry of concern is most readily framed in a two-
dimensional cylindrical coordinate system ( )θ,r  with origin O, as in Fig. 14.  The regions that 




    ( ){ }02/,0|, <<−∞<<= θπθ rrB ,    (25) 
 
   ( ){ }2/0,0|, πθθ <<∞<<= rrSi ,     (26) 
 
   ( ){ }2/32/,0|, πθπθ <<∞<<= rrSc .    (27) 
 
With these geometric preliminaries in place, we can formulate the asymptotic problem of 
concern as follows. 
 
In general, we seek the plane strain stresses σr, σθ, and τrθ, together with the displacements 
ur and uθ, as functions of r and θ throughout B, Si, and So, satisfying the field equations of 
elasticity and appropriate interface conditions.  The field equations to be satisfied are: the two-

































    (28) 
 
on B, Si, and So; and the plane-strain stress-displacement relations for linear elastic, 



































































































µτ 1 ,  
      
on B, where bµ is the shear modulus of bronze, and bν  is Poisson’s ratio, with the same stress-
displacement relations applying to the regions Si and So provided bµ is exchanged for sµ , and bν  



















θθ uu , 
            (30) 






















for ∞<< r0 , where −= 0θ  is the 0,0lim <→ θθ , with +0 defined analogously;  


















σ θθ ,  (31) 
   
with the same conditions on +− −= 2/,2/3 ππθ , together with, 
 
     0=θτ r ,      (32) 
 
on +−± −= 2/,2/3,2/ πππθ  for ∞<< r0 .  In particular, we are interested in the values of 
these stresses satisfying the foregoing as 0→r  and the possible singular point O is approached.  
We observe that our asymptotic formulation is for a state of plane strain whereas the butt joints 
in the packing rings are an axisymmetric configuration.  Zak [5] has shown that these two 
configurations share the same asymptotic behavior. 
  
The analysis of the foregoing asymptotic problem proceeds on using the basic separable 
fields in cylindrical polar coordinates r andθ  (after Williams [4], from [6]): 
 
( ) ( )

















rr ,   
 
( ) ( )
















r ,    
 
( ) ( )
















rr ,   (33) 
 
( ) ( )





















( ) ( )



















,    
 
where bb υκ 43−=  and ( )4,3,2,1=iai are constants.  These fields satisfy their governing 
equations of elasticity, (28), (29).  Like fields hold for Si ( )sbsb κκµµ →→ ,  with ai exchanged 
for bi to enable the quadrant to have its own constants.  Further fields hold for So 






So, all told then we have 12 constants in the three sets of elastic fields.  Substituting these 
fields into (30) - (32) yields a homogeneous 12 x 12 system of linear equations in the 12 
constants.  Simplifying this system, then requiring the determinant be zero for a non-trivial 







( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )












































































































and ( )2/cos πλ=c , ( )2/sin πλ=s , ( )πλcos
_
=c , and ( )πλsin
_
=s .   As in other elastic analyses 
concerning two materials perfectly bonded together, dependence on elastic moduli can be 
reduced to being on but two ratios of elastic moduli.  Here the ratios that naturally arise areα ,β  
of (35). While the algebra leading to (34) is straightforward, it is lengthy and consequently was 
repeated two times as a check.  Simplifying the determinant in (34) with row and column 
transformations, then expanding, leads to the following eigenvalue equation, 
 
( ) 0=λf ,      (36) 
 
where the eigenvalue function is given by,      
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )






























































To solve this equation for the configuration in Fig. 14, we take the material specifications 
for the shear moduli and Poisson’s ratios as in (15).  For this choice, we seek roots of the 
eigenvalue equation that correspond to integrable stress singularities and thus over the range 
10 << λ (see (33)).  Plotting ( )λf  in (37) over this range (Fig. 15) reveals no roots 




















 There is the further singular stress-field possibility of a logarithmic singularity if 
( ) 0=λf  and ( ) 0' =λf  at 1=λ .  From (37) and Fig. 15, clearly the first of these conditions is 
met.  From (37), substituting 1=λ  into the terms within the braces {} shows that they combine 
to be zero, so that the second of these conditions is also met.  However, these conditions are 
necessary but not sufficient for a log singularity.  Using the auxiliary fields of [6] with 1=λ  and 
assembling stresses meeting the interface conditions (30)-(32), then shows that a log singularity 
is only possible if,  
 
     ( ) ( ) bssb µκµκ 11 −=− .    (38) 
 
Because (38) does not hold for the present materials and (15), a log singularity accordingly does 
not occur. 
 
3.3 Butt Joint under Pressure 
 
Though unusual, there are combinations of elastic moduli for butt joints under pressure 
that are free from singularities.  In the first instance, then, we review the asymptotics for butt 
joints under pressure drawing on Bogy [3] to confirm the presence of a singularity for the present 




Fig. 16. Geometry of the butt joint under pressure in the asymptotic analysis 
 
For asymptotic analysis, the geometry of concern is most readily framed in a two-
dimensional cylindrical coordinate system ( )θ,r  with origin O, as in Fig. 16.  The regions that 
abut at O are a bronze quadrant, B, and a steel quadrant, S.  Thus, 
 
    ( ){ }2/0,0|, πθθ <<∞<<= rrB ,     (39) 
 
   ( ){ }02/,0|, <<−∞<<= θπθ rrS .     (40)
 
___________ 
†  As mentioned in the introduction, there are combinations of material moduli that have no 
singularity.  Thus perturbing the moduli so that they take on these values provides a means of 
removing singularities.  This is done in [7]: Unfortunately the range of moduli addressed by this 
approach does not include the markedly different moduli given in (15). 
 
29
With these geometric preliminaries in place, we can formulate the asymptotic problem of 
concern as follows. 
 
In general, we seek the plane strain stresses σr, σθ, and τrθ, together with the displacements 
ur and uθ, as functions of r and θ throughout B and S satisfying the field equations of elasticity 
and appropriate interface and boundary conditions.  The field equations to be satisfied are: the 
two-dimensional stress equations of equilibrium given in (28), on B and S; and the corresponding 
plane-strain stress-displacement relations for a linear elastic, homogeneous and isotropic solid 
given in (29), on B, with the same stress-displacement relations applying to the region S provided 
bµ is exchanged for sµ , and bν  for sν .  The interface conditions to be satisfied remain as in (30).  
The boundary conditions are, 
 
    p−=θσ ,  0=θτ r ,    (41) 
 
on 2/πθ ±=  for ∞<< r0 .  In particular, we are interested in the values of these stresses 
satisfying the foregoing as 0→r  and the possible singular point O is approached.    
The foregoing problem is analyzed using a Mellin transform in conjunction with the Airy 
stress function in Bogy [3] (the same eigenvalue equation can be obtained using the approach in 
Section 3.2).    This analysis yields the eigenvalue equation, 
 




222222 1444 sKKg DDDD +−++= αλλβαλβ ,   (43) 
 
and 22 λ−= sK  with DD βα ,  being Dundurs constants. The constants α  andβ  from (35) are 
related to Dundur’s constants (from Bogy [3]) by,  
 




















1 .    (44) 
 
In determining the strength of the singularity from the Bogy paper, we make use of a plot 
effectively of singularity exponents for varying DD βα ,  (Fig. 4c, Bogy [3]).  For our material 
values (15), this plot yields a singularity exponentγ  ≈ 0.04.  This answer is then refined by 
solving (42), (43) for DD βα ,  as given by (44) and (15).  This yields, 
 
γ  = 0.0398,      (45) 
 




4. Finite Element Analysis with Adhesive Law Conditions 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Here we reconsider the packing ring from Section 2, but with adhesive laws as interface 
conditions.  The results from the FEA with traditional interface and contact conditions in Section 
2 produced less than satisfactory stress convergence at the points of interest (shown as b1, s1 and 
b2, s2 in Fig. 5).  The asymptotics in Section 3 confirmed that one of these locations has a stress 
singularity (b1, s1 in Fig. 5).  Consequently this singularity has to be removed for any physically 
realistic inferences to be made from the stresses.  To this end, adhesive laws are introduced in 
this section.  These laws are also introduced for the interface in contact.  The intent here, then, is 
to demonstrate that such an introduction provides a means of obtaining convergent stresses, thus 




 The geometry for this problem remains as in Section 2.2 and Fig. 5.  The field equations 
also remain the same as in Section 2.2, (5),(6), as do a number of the boundary conditions: 
(7),(8),(9),(10),(11).  The changes in the problem formulation are confined to being in the 
perfectly bonded conditions on the bronze-steel interface and the frictionless contact conditions.  
These are replaced with frictionless adhesive conditions.  These conditions have:  
 










  (46) 
 
on bi rrr += ( )rtz <<0  where v  is the displacement in the vertical direction, zu , and vv =1  for 
( )−+→ bi rrr  , vv =2  for ( )++→ bi rrr , where ( )−+= bi rrr  is the bibi rrrrrr +<+→ ,lim , 
with ( )++ bi rr defined analogously, and bk  is the spring constant applied for the bronze-steel 
interface;   
 










   (47) 
 
on rtz =  ( )bioi rrrrr +<<+ , where u is the displacement in the radial direction, ru , uu =1  for 
−→ rtt , uu =2  for 
+→ rtt , where 
−= rtt  is the rr tttt <→ ,lim , with 
+
rt defined analogously; 
and 
 










   (48) 
 
on rtz =  ( )sbibi rrrrrr ++<<+ , where 21 ,uu  are the same as in (47) and sk  is the spring 
constant applied for the steel-steel interface.  In general, then, we seek the axisymmetric stresses 




(46)-(48).  In particular, we seek θσσ ,r  and the associated von Mises stress vmσ  at the points 
where we expect failure to be initiated (b1, b2 and s1, s2, Fig. 5).   
 
For FEA, we also need material specifications and spring constants.  We take the material 
specifications to be the same as in (15) and the spring constants as: 
 
  5000=bk ksi/in,   000,10=sk ksi/in.   (49) 
 
These last are not intended to be representative of the true stiffness in adhesive laws but should 




We continue to use four-node quadrilateral elements to discretize the ring and cup 
configuration (PLANE 42 with the axisymmetric option, ANSYS [1]).  The interface between 
the ring and the cup, and between the bronze and steel sections of the ring (Fig. 5), involve two 
surfaces joined by spring elements.  The longitudinal spring used is a massless, two-dimensional, 
uniaxial tension-compression element (COMBIN 14 with no torsion or bending considered, 
ANSYS[1]).  Uniform meshes are employed throughout as in the FEA with traditional boundary 
conditions. 
 
The initial subglobal mesh configuration continues to be Mesh 1 of Fig. 6.  As earlier, 
this mesh is systematically refined by halving element sides to check for convergence.  The 
number of PLANE42 and COMBIN14 elements for each successive mesh are given in Table 3. 
 























The stresses θσσ ,r  and the associated von Mises stress vmσ from the FEA along the 
perfectly bonded bronze-steel interface are shown in Fig. 17.  The stresses shown here are 
normalized by the applied pressure, 0p , as in (17).  We focus on this interface because we want 
to demonstrate that the singular stresses present in the FEA with traditional interface and contact 
conditions can be removed with the use of an adhesive law interface condition.  These plots 
show converged results through the nodes to the two ends.  However, results from the different 




interface and contact conditions the stresses at the two ends indicated stress concentrations.  
These same locations are circled in Fig. 17 for closer examination to verify that the adhesive law 
conditions eliminated the presence of a stress singularity.   
 
Close-ups of nodal stresses are shown in Fig. 18-23.  For the butt joint under pressure, 
(Fig. 18a-23a), and the butt joint in contact, (Fig. 18b-23b), the stresses appear to have 
converged or at least be converging.  This is an improvement from the FEA with traditional 
interface and contact conditions as neither end could be concluded as converging through three 
sequential mesh refinements. 
 
To check convergence further, the stress results for each point under consideration b1, s1, 
and b2, s2, are tabulated (Table 4).  The same simple convergence-divergence checks, (18)-(23) 
from Sinclair, Beisheim, and Sezer [2], are applied to these results.  However this analysis is 
only performed through two sequential mesh refinements so m = 1,2.  In contrast to their 
traditional antecedents of Table 2, the checks for the stresses of Table 4 indicate that all stresses 
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Table 4. Stress results from FEA with adhesive law conditions 
       
 
m
1 -0.0335 9.3073 9.8917
0.0135 0.0157 -0.0107
2 -0.0200 9.3230 9.8810
0.0002 0.0037 -0.0027




















1 -0.0162 -3.5547 3.1607
-0.0033 0.0010 -0.0021
2 -0.0195 -3.5537 3.1586
-0.0018 0.0004 -0.0010




















1 -0.0579 1.9234 2.8562
0.0360 0.0203 -0.0238
2 -0.0219 1.9437 2.8324
0.0103 0.0060 -0.0069




















1 -0.0083 -7.0333 6.5287
-0.0014 0.0033 0.0003
2 -0.0097 -7.0300 6.5290
-0.0007 0.0020 0.0003




















5. Concluding Remarks 
 
The key locations for packing ring failures are at the ends of the bronze-steel interfaces.  
The understanding of failures in these two regions can be expected to be improved if realistic 
stress fields can be obtained at these key locations.  Unfortunately traditional analysis with 
perfectly bonded interface conditions does not yield satisfactory results.  For one end - 
effectively a butt joint under pressure - this is because there is a stress singularity present.  This 
singularity is indicated by diverging finite element stresses in Section 2, and by the asymptotic 
analysis of Bogy [3] as applied to the specifics of the packing ring configuration in Section 3.  
For the other end - effectively a butt joint in contact - the situation is less clear.  While 
convergence at this location is not fully achieved by the finite element analysis of Section 2, the 
companion asymptotic analysis of Section 3 reveals no stress singularities at this location.  It is 
then possible that further finite element analysis could yield physically sensible stresses at this 
location.  However, for the butt joint under pressure, a new approach is required. 
  
In Section 4, we present the beginning of a new approach in the stress analysis of packing 
ring interfaces.  Here we introduce frictionless adhesive laws to all interfaces.  This results in 
converging stresses at both interface ends on the same sequence of meshes as used in Section 2.  
While more realistic stiffnesses need to be obtained and introduced into the adhesive laws used 
for truly physically realistic stresses to result, the present proof-of-concept analysis does hold 
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